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Verse
Fm  
I was walking on the beach
Bbm
When something good, came to me.
C#                    Eb                             Fm
The girl I was with I had met at the store.
Fm
And I find it kind of nice.
Bbm
How nothing is as it seems.
C#                  Eb                      Fm
I sing my songs and I say well oh lord.

Chorus
F#            G#   
Its histerical and historical
Bbm                    F
What a marvelous life.
F#                G#            Bbm
Now that I ve found you, everything feels alright.
F#                            G#
You know we re floating forward through
Bbm                           F
and in and out of certain feelings for you.
F#                      G#              Bbm
Let them just walk away, cuz tonight we ll be alright.
F#                G#                 Bbm
Cuz by the end of the night, time will float just right.

Verse
Bbm - Fm- C# - Eb
Well at night, my heart, my heart well it turns blue.
I tend to give it up, up, up to you.
Fm - Bbm - C# - Eb - Fm
You know that you deserve such a fine applause.
For all the love you ve spread along the way.
Baby know that I, just know that I.
I will take care of you through the night.
We ll go back and forth through these feelings all day.

Chorus
F#            G#   
Its histerical and historical
Bbm                    F
What a marvelous life.
F#                G#            Bbm



Now that I ve found you, everything feels alright.
F#                            G#
You know we re floating forward through
Bbm                           F
and in and out of certain feelings for you.
F#                      G#              Bbm
Let them just walk away, cuz tonight we ll be alright.
F#                G#                 Bbm
Cuz by the end of the night, time will float just right.

Bridge.
F#                        G#                       C#- C/BbM (020010) - Bbm
And well in the morning, we ll float real nice.
And in the evening, you know we ll be alright.
Said well in the afternoon, and in the afternoon.
I ll be calling you for some of that sweet sweet love.

CHORUS


